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Controls in the news…
Banking royal 
commission:
Fees for the dead 
and cash bribes –
the greatest 
shocks (so far)
Posted Sat 8 Sep 2018 
at 5:18 am

Crown Resorts 
not suitable to 
operate Sydney 
casino, inquiry 
finds
Posted Tue 9 Feb 
2021 at 2:49 PM

The “core problems” which made Crown unsuitable, the report 
said, were the operator’s“ poor corporate governance” and 
deficient risk-management structures.”

Sick –The 
Implementation 
of the 
Queensland 
Health Payroll 
System
31 July2013

March 2021

Government 
pledges $452m to 
overhaul aged care 
sector following 
damning royal 
commission

A royal commission into the aged care sector made 148 
recommendations to overhaul the sector following a damning 2 
year investigation

Wirecard Fraud is Risk 
Management Lesson For Fintech 
Companies
Forbes – June 2020

Toyota to pay $232 million 
settlement in US emissions 
investigation
January 2021
It's understood the EPA had been 
looking into failures of Toyota's self-
reporting of emissions data, with the 
Japanese car giant filing defect 
reports late, or not at all.

The weaknesses that were confirmed later in the company’s 
internal control and governance procedures remind fintech 
managers of the challenges that must be overcome to make risk 
management truly operational in a dynamic technology-driven firm.

Fake prince who 
stole $16m from 
Queensland 
Health deported 
to NZ
February 27, 2020 –
9.12 PM
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Many organisations are taking steps to review the way controls are being managed within their organisations. Some of the key ‘triggers’ for 
controls transformation and some of the learnings we have gather from working with our clients are:

A case for change

Significant or ongoing 
control failures / 

Surprises in financial 
reporting

Multiple assurance 
sources providing 

guidance on controls –
Boards / Committees 

asking for ’one version of 
the truth’

Increased efficiency 
pressures and the need 
to streamline, simplify 

and standardise

Significant changes in 
the organisation such as 
changes to structure or 
implementation of new 

systems

Technological advances 
and increased used of 
digital technology and 

tooling across the 
business 

Common learnings:

• Lack of accountability / 
ownership of the end-to-

end processes. 

• Control responsibilities 
are unclear.

Common learnings:

• Assurance has not been 
integrated. Dispersed / 

siloed assurance 
activities. 

• Outdated control testing 
methodologies.

Common learnings:

• ‘Cost of controls’ has 
increased over time.

• Unnecessary, duplicated 
control activities (e.g. as 

a result of 
recommendations).

Common learnings:

• Governance models, 
risks and controls have 

not kept pace with 
changes in the business.

Common learnings:

• Organisations moving 
towards more preventative 
and automated controls to 
reduce errors and enhance 

efficiency.

• Using data & analytics, 
robotics and IA to increase 
level of controls assurance.
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It is important to have a clear vision for what the organisation is aiming to achieve from its controls transformation effort.

Controls transformation journey

Rudimentary Basic Formalised Mature Advanced

Controls are not appropriately 
designed or significant control 

gaps exist.

Controls are designed and in 
place but are not formally 

documented

Controls are formally documented 
(e.g. via Risk and Control 

Matrices or within a GRC system)

Controls are standardised (and 
mostly automated) with regular 
testing of design and operating 
effectiveness performed and 

regular reporting

Integrated control framework with 
majority of controls automated 

and continuous monitoring using 
data analytics and other 

technology (e.g. AI).

Rudimentary

Basic
Formalised

Mature
Advanced

Whether getting the foundations right, or working towards streamlining and optimisation, controls transformation approach must be 
tailored to the specific needs of the organisation, its culture and ways of working. It must also be linked to the overall strategy. In order to 

be successful, it must have ongoing leadership buy-in and appropriate change management support.
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At KPMG, we believe the following six key areas should be considered in the establishment of a robust, efficient and effective control environment:

Key elements to consider in controls transformation

Who sets the 
standards 
for controls?

Who is 
responsible for 
designing the 
controls?

Who operates 
the controls? 

Who determines 
how controls are 
monitored, 
tested and 
reported?

What tools are 
you going to 
use? 

Do culture and behaviours support the 
effective operation of your control framework?
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There are three key stages to any control automation journey: Rationalise, Digitise, and Automate. Whilst each stage can be implemented individually, 
significant benefits are realised when all three are in place. 

Transforming the controls landscape

Understand your controls, and rationalise
control requirements to enable a ‘test-once-

use-many’ approach.

Rationalise

Transform underlying business and IT 
processes by using technology to 
facilitate structured workflows and 

integrate automated controls.

Digitise

Automate manual, repetitive, mundane tasks 
in digital processes and controls through the 

use of Intelligent Automation.

Streamline operational effectiveness testing 
and monitoring.

Automate

Making sure you have the right 
controls, so you automating the right 

things

Digitalising manual business is key to 
unlocking automation potential

Automating control performance and 
testing providing a greater level of 

assurance



Powered Controls

Kelvin Cheah
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There is a compelling case to 
accelerate automation:

• An increasing need to automate manual 
activities, reducing reliance on key 
resources

• Reducing the cost of manual control 
activities and risk of error 

• Reducing overall risk and increasing the 
ability to identify things before they go 
wrong

Expectations of controls are 
changing:

• Continuous improvement through regular 
system enhancements

• Accessibility for control execution – cloud 
everywhere, mobile apps

• Meaningful data-driven insights and 
embedded reporting

The evolution of control options to manage risks

02

Manual 
controls

01 03 05

04
Semi-

automated 
controls

Configured
controls

Data 
Analytical 
controls

RPA Based 
controls

06
AI 

controls

Automation 
options 
and journey

Fully Automated controls

Control category
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Introduction to KPMG’s Powered Target Operating Models
Powered has expanded 
from the back office to 
also include middle and 
the front office
functions across multiple 
technologies.

Leverage pre-built cross 
functional Target 
Operating Models to 
accelerate your 
transformation for:

• Finance

• Supply chain 
management

• Procurement

• Sales and service

• Human resources

• Information technology

Governance
The policies, security and controls 

to balance risk, ensure compliance 
and facilitate effective decision 

making

Performance insights 
and data

Data and analytics to inform 
decision making and support 

business performance

Technology
The technology required to drive the 

delivery model, business practices, talent, 
performance and IT security

Functional process
Optimised leading-practice processes including 
integrated controls mapped to the specific cloud 
platform 

Service delivery model
How to get things done including 
organisational units, reporting, 
accountability and hierarchy

People
The competencies, skills, culture 
and performance expectations for 
the people within the enterprise

Target
Operating

Model
KPMG Powered

Enterprise
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Taking a holistic view when transforming processes and controls

GovernanceFunctional process People Service delivery 
model

Technology Performance 
insights & data

Security & Controls

Policies 

Process
Taxonomies

Role Based 
Process Flows

Maturity Models

Leading Practices/
Design 

Considerations

Global Process 
Owners
Overlay

Functional Position
Job Profiles

Position to Role 
Mapping

& Sizing by 
Function 

Service Delivery 
Model Overlay

Service 
Management 
Framework 
(Internal)

Supporting 
Technology Overlay

Environment 
Architecture

Application 
Architecture,

Data Flow Diagram 
& Integrations List

KPIs Linked to 
Benchmarks

MDM Design 
& Governance 

Reporting Package 
& Dashboards

Technology Agnostic Technology Platform Specific

6 interconnected 
design layers

Solution accelerators 
that are both 

technology agnostic 
and platform specific 

(eg Workday, SAP, 
Oracle, Dynamics, 

Sailpoint)
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Key risks and the internal controls that mitigate these risks are 
captured for each process area within ARIS

Key risks and the access rules defined for each functional area

Accelerating your transformation with Powered Controls 
KPMG has developed a 
comprehensive library of 
risks and controls for 
every function and 
platform within our 
Powered Enterprise 
solution. 

End-to-end mapping of 
process risks and 
technology agnostic 
controls, as well as 
platform specific 
controls, reports, 
configurations and Key 
Risk Indicators.

Each control links to a 
specific process step, 
risk and other attributes.

Internal Controls LibraryControls Mapping to Processes

Segregation of Duties and Sensitive Access Library

Controls are captured in the Governance layer of our Target 
Operating Model and are mapped to processes and viewable 

in ARIS
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Accelerating your transformation with Powered Controls (example) 
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Case studies
Leveraging best 
practice controls to 
enhance the control 
environment and 
maximise returns from 
investment in IT 

SAP S/4HANA Implementation in 
Energy Sector

Powered Finance Transformation 
in Insurance Sector

Workday Implementation in 
Higher Education Sector

• Leveraged Powered Controls assets to 
develop Risk and Control Matrices 
(RACMs) for the in-scope processes to 
be implemented in SAP S/4HANA

• RACMs focused on leveraging upgraded 
system functionality and maximised the 
design of automated, preventative 
controls

• This enabled the project team to ensure 
that all key controls were appropriately 
incorporated into the design of the 
solution and subsequently implemented 
during the build phase

• Client had a dated ERP system and 
complex workaround processes to 
address system limitations

• Developed a common Vision statement 
and Guiding Principles to underpin the 
transformation, with a focus on 
standardisation of processes and 
controls, and leveraging capability uplift 
from the technology deployment

• During the Validate phase, KPMG’s pre-
defined leading practice solution was 
adopted for each layer of the TOM, 
providing visibility of the consequential 
changes required to enable a successful 
transformation

• This provided the client with a common 
Design of the ERP system, with 
optimised processes, controls, people, 
reporting and service delivery model.

• KPMG engaged as QA partner for the 
program and completed Payroll and 
Finance process control reviews

• Reviewed RACMs developed by the 
project team against our Powered 
RACMs and identified control gaps to be 
considered for implementation

• Identified automated controls that had 
not been tested by the project team, 
which they were able to incorporate into 
future test cycles.



Robotics and Automation 
Drives Quality and Efficiency

Adam Lines
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Technology can be used in a variety of ways to improve the coverage and efficiency of risk and control monitoring. The diagram below depicts 
how a few common technology elements can work together within an integrated approach to ‘data driven’ assurance. 

Risk and Control Monitoring – Technology Overview

GRC (Risk Profile)

Integrated 
Assurance 
Calendar

Business Intelligence 
(Data Lake)

First / Second Line 
Assurance 

Third Line Assurance (prior year projects)

External Data 
(Customer, Vendor, 

Regulator, etc.)

Continuous Auditing / 
Continuous  Monitoring
(e.g. KRIs / Contagion)

The GRC Risk profile is based 
off a common risk taxonomy 
that is used throughout the 

organisation

Organisation wide, structured data storage that can be 
queried by different parts of the organisation for MI

ERP / Management 
Systems

Risk areas not covered by CA-CM 
technology fall within the scope of 
‘Automated Control Verification’ 

solutions

 A ‘Data Lake’ exists to support the use of ‘published’ data sets or data that has 
been verified as accurate and complete for the purpose of decision making

 A common risk taxonomy and GRC solution exists which leverages data from 
the ‘Data Lake’ 

 Risk assurance activities are integrated to the extent possible and align to the 
risk areas within the common risk taxonomy

 Risk areas that manifest through transactional cycles are continuously audited 
(e.g. specific criteria) / monitored (e.g. trends / patterns) for evidence of control 
performance

 Risk areas that are not subject to CA-CM techniques are managed in accordance 
with an integrated assurance calendar via the GRC solution

 Internal Audit provides oversight over the design and operation of CA-CM 
solutions as well as other first and second line risk assurance activities
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Risk and Control Monitoring – Bringing it all together
By integrating GRC, digital processes, and RPA, an end-to-end continuous risk and controls monitoring solution can be implemented. This enables more 
effective oversight and intervention through timely data-driven processes.

1. Reporting Layer

2. Policy & Compliance

3. Risk

4. Audit / Management Testing

GRC

1. Input

2. Process step 1 (A1.C2)

3. Process step 2

4. Output

Application 1

App 1 DB

Leadsheet
& 

evidence 
summary

Workpapers

Ctrl Test Risk Control D&I OE

T1 A1.R1 A1.C2 Pass Fail

Robot Tester
or

CCM Collector

Real-time risk and control dashboards

Risk Oversight

! Immediate intervention !

Control Tester

Control Operator Data Lake
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Designing and rolling out a four phased approach to the automation:

• Proof of concept – selected a sub-process within one process to design the automation of controls

• Pilot – conduct the pilot on the sub-process to assess the effectiveness of the automated controls 

• Scale – expanded the cases across the selected process.

• Enterprise scale – expanded the cases across broader processes. 

Robotic Process Automation – Control Verification Testing
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Example 1: SAP Password Testing (Control Verification)

Risk: Unauthorised access to key management systems

Control: Appropriate password configuration criteria

Verification Procedure: 
On a quarterly basis extract file RSPARAM from SAP and check policy 
compliance through the following:
• Minimum number of characters used in a password
• Number of incorrect passwords allowed before lockout
• Number of days until a locked account will be unlocked
• Number of last passwords remember and can't be reused
• Minimum number of days until a password change is required
• Minimum number of special characters required in password
• Minimum number of numbers required in password
• Minimum number of uppercase letters required in password
• Minimum number of lowercase letters required in password
• Minimum number of letters required in password
• SSO Login is enabled for SAP
• Multiple Logins are Allowed

Evidence: Control Evaluation Template of testing results saved in GRC

Typically 
taking 5 
hours to 
complete

2 minutes to 
complete

IPA (Demo)

Click above image to open file



Case Studies
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UK bank case study - Outcomes

 Quality and reliability

 Quick wins of PoC work 

 Consistency & predictability

 Cost efficiency and scalability

 Employee satisfaction and innovation

What benefits were realised?

• Bots performed in 12 hours what it took a human tester 
to do in 53 days

Comparison against manual testing:

• 18x increase in testing coverage 

– ~1,100 samples vs 60 maximum per control test

• 35x increase in processing speed 

• 43 seconds per sample vs 25 minutes

What did we achieve?

How does it actually look? 

1.Setup configuration 2.Prov ide input files 3.Select unit to runHigh-level  functional architecture

Bot ActivityHuman ActivityKEY:

Robot

ControlTester

Config
& Input

5. Dynamic
sampling

6. Gather
evidence

App 1

Control
Data

Evidence
Screenshots

App 1

*.xlsx

Sampling
sheet

*.xlsx
*.docx

Workpapers

7. Document
workpapers

Workstation

4. Extract control
population

8. Review Robot
outputs

Crtl 1

Crtl 2

Crtl 3
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UK bank case study – Benefits

30%
of controls can 
be rationalised

01 | Control rationalisation
>50 controls rationalised 
• The effort saved allows management to focus on 

high value activities.

20%
of controls can 
be automated

02 | Control automation
>30 controls automated 
• Effective use of automation increases efficiency, 

reducing inherent human error, making it 
easier to meet regulators’ increased 
requirements. 

70%
of controls 

testing can be 
automated

03 | Control testing automation
>100 operational effectiveness controls testing 
can be automated through the use of RPA. 
• Enables 100% population testing at a point in 

time, providing a greater level of assurance.

Key takeaways

Invest in PoCs to prove the business case

Undertake analysis to identify ‘quick wins’

Engage wider stakeholder group

Focus on data requirements upfront

Leverage what you already have

1

2

3

4

5
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